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The changes to P.G. 202, Duties and Responsibilities
There were over 50 procedures in the old 202, only 1 has been deleted.
Almost all of the remaining 50+ procedures have been affected by the new changes.


Don’t worry! The Key has broken down all of the changes.



We have been comparing, analyzing and updating the new material and we will have the most
comprehensive and in-depth analysis for our students.



We have always had the best instructors and best material in the business and this will continue for
your upcoming test.

The specific changes are numerous. Some are subtle and can be very tricky.


In some places it seems that an old, standby step is gone but then it appears in a different procedure.



Some steps are deleted and so it appears that the rule is gone but the deleted step was actually a
redundancy and so the rule still holds -you have to be very careful how you perceive these changes.



This is where the examiners like to go for questions.

Rely on The Key


You don’t have to do ANY of this work; we’ve done it for you. We’ve got you covered!



The next page is just a few examples to give you an idea of what we’ve done.



Stay tuned…

Remember, this is just an overview of a few of the changes. Our Lesson Plans are now completely up to
date with every single change made. We’re ready to go with our course when the time comes. No worries.

Desk Officer from 202-14 to 202-18
There are 3 things to note that are GONE:


NO LONGER Interview visitors entering command (BUT, that is now the duty of the TS Operator).



NO LONGER Conduct Roll Call (that is now the duty of the Patrol Supervisor).



This line is GONE: Police officers will not be assigned to desk duty. BUT, don’t be fooled;
o The new SCOPE Statement says D.O. must be a UMOS in rank of sergeant or above.



Step 1 used to say, Sign in command log when assuming desk duties and at EOT. The new step, (4a.)
only says to sign in command log when assuming Desk duties -they deleted the words; “and at EOT.”
o BUT, the last step (42) says; make a CLE at EOT so, it was just a redundancy they removed

5 steps had their examples taken out (usually in parenthesis). Here they are:


Check Department Computer systems (FINEST, LAN, Command email account, etc)



Monitor Dept directives and disseminate as appropriate (Interim Orders, Operations Orders, etc)



Notify Intell for major incidents (homicides, pattern arrests, traps in cars, etc, etc)



Give central the rundown of resources as listed on Roll Call (sector assignment, NCO, fixed post, etc.)



Sign out in command log when leaving desk for any reason (personal necessity, meal, etc)
o Watch closely here. At the end of that list was this phrase: and sign back in upon return. That
has been deleted too (like the baby that got thrown out with the bathwater).

NEW Desk Officer Duties, 202-18
4d. Sign out in Command Log when leaving desk
area for any reason.

OLD Desk Officer duties, 202-14
7. Sign out in Command Log when leaving desk
area for any reason, e.g., personal necessity,
meal, inspection of command facility, and sign
in upon return.
Doesn’t mean you don’t sign back in! -Step 1 says sign in “when assuming desk duties.” That covers this.

Patrol Supervisor from 202-17 to 202-19
New Step for conducting Roll Call


It used to say; Conduct Roll Call if directed by Lt Platoon Commander or Desk Officer.



Now it says; Conduct Roll Call 5 minutes after start of tour, as detailed in 212-01, Roll Call.

But look closely at the Sub-Step for conducting Roll Call


It used to say, Ensure steady sectors & NCOs are not used as backfill or out of precinct assignments…
o BUT these rules do still appear elsewhere in the new 202, just not as duties for the Pat Supv.

NEW Patrol Supervisor, 202-19
3. Conduct roll call, 5 minutes after.. tour,
as detailed in P.G. 212-01, “Roll Call”
o There is no sub-step here
anymore and there is no
mention of ensuring that…

OLD Patrol Supervisor, 202-17
4. Conduct roll call, if directed by…
a. Ensure steady sector officers NCOs & NCO Sgts are
b.

not used as backfill for other precinct assignments
Ensure steady sector officers, NCOs are not assigned
to out-of-precinct details …without
permission of the Bureau Chief, Chief of Dept or PC

